Green Bonds
A Growing Market, But Not Without Weeds
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The emergence of green bonds presents an attractive sustainable vehicle for fixed income investors, though not without drawbacks. The potential value of green bonds is obvious from the name; the securities prioritize the importance of environmental concerns as a means of either reducing risk or forming a competitive advantage when using the proceeds from the sale of the note. Green bonds also send the market a positive signal about their issuers' intentions and priorities.

Although green bonds have begun to blossom as an asset class, with impressive growth since they first appeared in 2008, the size of the asset class is still that of a tiny sprout relative to the total bond market. Green bonds make up just 0.13% of fixed-income assets under management worldwide. This figure will likely grow, as institutional and retail investor demand for fixed-income investments that consider environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors remains in the early stages. And that's where confusion may lie ahead: green bonds have idiosyncrasies in their structures, ratings, geographic makeup, and ultimately, performance. Investors only broadly familiar with ESG investing need to account for these idiosyncrasies before allocating to this budding asset class.
How green are green bonds?

Since 2008 when green bonds were born from a limited public-private experiment, they have experienced a strong rate of growth. According to the Climate Bonds Initiative, in 2017 a record $155.5 billion of green bonds were issued, up from $87.2 billion the year before, representing 78% year-on-year growth. Unsurprisingly, as the rate and diversity of green bond issuance has grown, the characteristics of green bonds have come under greater scrutiny within the ESG community. Essentially the question comes down to, "How green is green?"

So far, this question has been difficult to answer with authority.

One reason is that green bond issuers aspire to meet voluntary standards and principles, but ultimately green bonds are not regulated or subject to a formal compliance process on their "green" status. Currently, the Green Bond Principles and the Climate Bonds Standards are the main international frameworks employed to label green bonds, but compliance is neither screened nor ensured by any one authoritative third party.

One example of how the ambiguity of green labeling has sown confusion is embodied by one of the green bond market’s most notable participants, China.

In the last two years, China ranked as the largest green bond issuer, dominating global issuance with $25 billion in 2017 and $33 billion in 2016. China’s issuance equated to nearly 40% of the $81 billion of green bonds issued globally in 2016. China is expected to become an even more dominant issuer of green bonds as the People’s Bank of China, China’s central bank, says the country will need an estimated $320 billion a year to meet its government’s pollution reduction targets.

China’s emergence as a dominant green bond issuer brings with it a tangible challenge. That’s because when it comes to green bonds, China has a playbook all its own. This includes issuing “green” bonds to support coal-fired power plants, a hard asset that is screened out under international guidelines adhered to by other green bond issuers. While China established its own regulations to "harmonize" its current guidelines with that of international practices, such a wide divergence on a key issue may be hard to reconcile any time soon.
Do green bonds perform?

Given that such a large issuer of green bonds fails to conform to international standards, it becomes imperative for investors to look before they leap. Ambiguous issuing guidelines are only one reason for doing so. Reviewing the performance thus far of green bonds reveals additional reasons to be cautious.

Green bond performance rests on the issuer satisfying two essential criteria: maintaining fiscal health and retaining "green proceeds" status. While these two criteria may seem straightforward, green bonds come from such a wide variety of global issuers that their solvency can come under question. An equally important dynamic is the risk of a green bond losing its status as a green issue, also known as “falling from green grace.”

The lack of transparency in the green bond market makes credit quality and green status more difficult to assess, posing additional challenges in pricing the bonds with confidence. Green bonds, by their very nature, are more likely to fund innovative – but also sometimes experimental – projects; pricing risk accurately is more difficult due to a lack of apposite historical benchmarking data.

GREEN BONDS, BY THEIR VERY NATURE, ARE MORE LIKELY TO FUND INNOVATIVE – BUT ALSO SOMETIMES EXPERIMENTAL – PROJECTS; PRICING RISK ACCURATELY IS MORE DIFFICULT DUE TO A LACK OF APPOSITE HISTORICAL BENCHMARKING DATA.

Even more ambiguous is the green rating system for green bonds. As already noted, the green bond market relies on voluntary and nonbinding regulations to determine green-label eligibility. Issuers are reluctant to self-regulate their bonds, as they have little incentive to paint themselves into a legal corner if financial conditions change and they cannot meet their green obligations.
While the green status of a bond may at first seem superficial, the severity of the loss of green issue status can be meaningful, especially considering that research has shown green bonds can command higher prices relative to non-green bonds as a result of greater investor demand. A 2017 academic study\(^7\) concluded that, on average, green bonds are more liquid relative to conventional bonds and trade at a premium in the secondary market. A similar academic study\(^8\) found the effect of green bonds’ higher liquidity on yield spreads to be pronounced, with green bonds commanding 10 times the premium of speculative German bonds and 100 times the premium of investment-grade US corporate bonds.

**A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF GREEN BOND ISSUERS IN MANY INDUSTRIES FAIL TO RECEIVE ANY FORMAL RATING FROM AN AGENCY.**

The risk a bond may lose its green-label status makes clear the potential pain for investors, and the ambiguities around the qualifications of green bonds all the more frustrating. Ambiguity might be forgivable if credit ratings could be accurately assessed. Unfortunately, a large percentage of green bond issuers in many industries fail to receive any formal rating from an agency. In the energy industry, US-domiciled firm Solar City offers an especially egregious example: Despite having issued 85% of all outstanding energy industry bonds and having nearly $3.7 billion in outstanding debt as of year-end 2016,\(^9\) Solar City is not rated by any of the major credit rating agencies, such as Fitch, Moody’s, or S&P.

Foreign bond issuers play a large and growing role in the green bond market and bring their own risks. In March 2017, Moody’s downgraded China a notch from Aa3 to A1, reflecting concerns about slower growth, increased debt, and a weaker capacity to service its debt obligations. Adding to these concerns is the lack of an adequate bankruptcy process, which puts international creditors at risk.
When it comes to the important question of performance, even greater attention is needed to find the budding flowers among the weeds. For example, when comparing green bond indices, such as those provided by S&P and Barclays MSCI, to their respective conventional counterparts, we find not only relative underperformance over a three-year period but also considerable variability with regard to fixed income benchmarks. The S&P Green Bond Index is “designed to track the global green bond market.” For a bond to be included in the index, the bond issuer must explicitly disclose the use of proceeds; otherwise, its compliance with the Green Bond Principles must be independently verified.

How do we explain the disparity in returns among these indices, especially when numerous studies indicate compatibility between sustainable investing and competitive returns?

First, part of the answer has to do with index composition. Prior to 2015, most green bond issuers were primarily government-sponsored or supranational entities offering a lower yield consistent with their stellar credit ratings. In addition, many of these issues were non-US dollar denominated securities during a period of dollar strength.

Second, academic research points to green bond investors paying higher prices than conventional bond investors. Barclays research from 2015, for example, found that green bond returns have historically tracked conventional bond returns, though green bond prices trade with statistically tighter spreads, or lower price variance. The study’s authors note that if the spread divergence between green and conventional bonds continues, future green bond investors and sponsors will be forced to decide what price differential they will pay to be green.10

### Performance of Green Bonds vs. Conventional Bonds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERIOD ENDED 12/31/2017</th>
<th>1-YEAR</th>
<th>3-YEARS (ANNUALIZED)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P Green Bond Index</td>
<td>10.30%</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Barclays MSCI Global Green Bond Index</td>
<td>10.97%</td>
<td>1.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citi World BIG Index</td>
<td>7.43%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citi US Big Bond Index</td>
<td>3.60%</td>
<td>2.26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bloomberg
Additional academic research found that green bond investors accept a lower yield—by as much as 0.28%—to pursue socially responsible investments. The study examined the prices of 92 green bonds against 258 conventional bonds over the period from November 2013 to October 2016 and found a statistically and economically significant price premium associated with investment-grade green bonds versus investment-grade conventional bonds.¹¹
Lastly, an important distinction between green bonds and high ESG ratings is paramount. Issuing a green bond does not mean that the company scores well on ESG characteristics. Some green bond issuers have strong ESG characteristics and some don’t. Again, a green bond label simply identifies that a bond’s proceeds will be applied toward environment-related projects.

According to a study by Barclays Research titled "Sustainable Investing and Bond Returns" that analyzed data from independent ESG ranking and scoring organizations MSCI and Sustainalytics, companies with high governance scores can provide returns enhanced by as much as 5.5% relative to companies with low governance scores.\(^2\)

The upshot is that bonds issued by companies with high ESG ratings exhibit measurable positive return characteristics, while similar return enhancements cannot yet be attributed to green bonds. Investors cannot simply "set and forget" an allocation to green bonds. While this segment of the fixed-income market is promising and growing, it does not yet have the maturity to be a properly investable asset class, particularly for nonprofessional investors. The return histories of both green bonds and the more robust ESG fixed-income universe suggest that most investors would be better off with the latter approach, at least until green bonds can establish sturdier roots.

**COMPANIES WITH HIGH GOVERNANCE SCORES CAN PROVIDE RETURNS ENHANCED BY AS MUCH AS 5.5% RELATIVE TO COMPANIES WITH LOW GOVERNANCE SCORES.**

While we stress the green bond market is still in its infancy and has its challenges, green bonds are making a significant contribution by aligning issuers with investors interested in addressing environmental risks.

Green bonds’ intrinsic value arises from their explicit consideration of environmental impact. Not only can green bonds help investors understand how companies are prioritizing their capital allocation and operational activities, they assign great importance to issuers’ consideration of externalities, such as the risk of environmental detriment. This is an enormous departure from past practices and is worthy of acknowledgment.
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The S&P Green Bond Index is designed to track the global green bond market and includes only bonds whose proceeds are used to finance environmentally friendly projects.

The Bloomberg Barclays MSCI Global Green Bond Index measures the global market for fixed income securities issued to fund projects with direct environmental benefits and includes only bonds that adhere to established Green Bond Principles.

The Citi WorldBIG Index is a multi-asset, multi-currency benchmark, which provides a broad-based measure of the global fixed income markets.

The Citi US Broad Investment-Grade Bond Index is a broad-based index of medium and long-term investment grade bond prices.
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